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Setting the Scene

Cozy Reading Barracks. Borrow a metal or canvas 
camp cot and mattress. Toss a sleeping bag on the canvas 
cot, or make up the metal cot with white sheets, an army 
green blanket, and a pillow. Add a small, no-nonsense 
night table with a simple lamp. Hang a “Book Camp” 
poster on the wall and place a camouflage print back-
pack on the bed filled with books. Keep it spartan! Even 
better—set it up inside a simple tent or gazebo with see-
through netting sides.

Large Prop Books. Large prop books, like those shown 
on the theme poster, are great decorations and, depend-
ing on how they are made, might be used in setting up 
the fitness obstacle course (see page 2). Make them from 
large cardboard boxes painted to look like books. If you 
have access to polystyrene packaging, cover slabs with 
cardboard to make prop books strong enough to stand 
or climb on. Molded polystyrene shapes tightly packed 
into large cardboard boxes could serve the same purpose. 
You can buy planks of polystyrene foam in thicknesses 
up to four inches. Search “plank foam” or “plank poly-
styrene” for sources near you.

Hup, two, three, four, time to read a whole lot more! Bring some lighthearted rigor  
and discipline to reading with this fun theme full of scaling book mountains,  

running book races, and navigating book obstacle courses.
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Bulletin Board. Back a bulletin board with camouflage 
print paper or fabric in either traditional green, tan, and 
black, or brighter colors. Title the board “Book Camp.” 
In the center, post details of upcoming theme-related 
activities. Around this information, add camouflage-
print book cutouts (see pattern on page 7 at the end of 
this guide) that kids have colored and titled with books 
they recommend to fellow recruits. 

Book Display. Cover a table or bookshelf with camo 
print fabric or paper. Place books from the bibliography 
on page 6 around a plush animal drill sergeant. Accent 
Embroidery makes a 10” Army Drill Sergeant teddy 
bear available at www.amazon.com. Uniform Acces-
sories Limited, www.miluniform.com/teddybears.aspx, 
makes uniformed bears. Arrange the books in different 
ways, as shown on the “Book Camp” graphics to resem-
ble tents, climbing walls, steps to run, etc. 

Program Enhancers. Have kids wear name tags with 
“Private” printed on them followed by space for their 
names. In drill sergeant mode, take roll call by name, 
with participants responding, “Sir, yes, Sir!” When you 
use teams for activities below, title them Alpha, Bravo, 
Charlie, etc. During programs, randomly issue a child 
orders to “Drop and give me five favorite book titles!” 
Or march around the room in formation chanting ca-
dence calls (“I don’t know but I’ve been told…”) Have 
kids think up simple verses about books to sing to the 
chant, as in the writing project on page 3.

Incentives: Along 
with bookmarks and 
dog tags from Up-
start’s “Book Camp” 
theme, collect a sup-
ply of small reading 
rewards or program give-aways. Oriental 
Trading Company (www.orientaltrading.com) 
has camouflage rubber bracelets with Army 
slogans, camo belt clips with compasses, toy 
binoculars, and camo pencils you can custom-
ize with your library name. Esco Import Toys  
(www.escoimports.com) carries die cast toy  
military vehicles. 

Star Readers. In addition 
to the gold star stickers 
that come with theme 
materials, gather silver 
and bronze colored star 
stickers to use on reading 
records. Set reading goals 
with children and let 
them work toward success 
as Bronze Star, Silver Star, 
or Gold Star Readers. 

gameS/conteStS 

Reading Obstacle Course. Use tape on the floor or 
number obstacle stations in a large room. At each station, 
arrange a reading task for kids to complete before mov-
ing on. Depending on the age of participants, tasks might 
include grade-appropriate sight word flash cards, short 
poems to read aloud, simple dramatic readings for pairs 
working in tandem, songs to sing while reading lyrics, 
tongue twisters to repeat five times, match games pairing 
well-known children’s book titles with authors, jokes or 
riddles to guess, etc. Completing the course is a worthy 
feat in itself! If you want competition, recognize the three 
fastest kids or pairs with small prizes. 

Book Relay Race. Assemble teams of 3–6 children behind 
a starting line and identify a goal line across the room. 
Present teams with a series of tasks using real books, like 
balancing a ping-pong ball on a book, walking with a 
book on your head, or balancing an open book on one 
finger or a closed book on three fingers. Each member of 
the team will complete each task in turn, up and back. 
The fastest team wins!

Fitness Obstacle Course. Make this game challenging 
and let the workout be the goal. Set up an age-appropriate 
obstacle course in a meeting room or outside, marking the 
route with tape or numbering obstacle stations as in the 
Reading Obstacle Course above. Here are some sugges-
tions for obstacles: 
•	 Set	up	six	tires	to	run	through.	Standard	car	tires	are	

large for young kids; Oriental Trading has a 6-piece 
inflatable tire set that is a more manageable size.

Book camp!
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•	 Belly	crawl	under	a	rope	suspended	between	two	
chairs or large book props.

•	 Use	books	as	weights	for	upper	body	lift	and	curl	
repetitions.

•	 Slalom	your	way	around	traffic	cones.
•	 Drag	a	large	prop	book	or	other	weighted	item.
•	 Try	a	team	tug	of	war	at	the	end.	

Drill Sergeant Says. Play Simon Says with a military twist. 
Dress the part with a uniform or tailored khaki pants and 
short-sleeved shirt topped with a military hat. Make liberal 
use of a whistle and shout commands like “Drill Sergeant 
Says, hop on one foot while shouting the name of your 
favorite book!” As an option to leaving the game when 
caught, kids could drop and do a few push-ups.

Bean Bag or Water Balloon Grenades. 
Practice aim and accuracy by throwing 
water balloons (outside) or bean bags 
(inside) through holes cut in a piece of 
plywood and supported on its side.  

artS/craftS 

Drill Sergeant Plushies. Have children bring stuffed 
animal toys to a craft workshop where they will trans-
form their toys into loveable drill sergeants. Provide 
a homemade example or show one of the uniformed 
stuffed bears mentioned in the Book Display idea on 
page 2. Provide an assortment of construction paper, 
card stock, felt, fabric, and small props in army green, 
traditional camouflage print, bright colored camo prints, 
and solid colors. You’ll need scissors and glue. Encour-
age kids to give their plushy officers fun names and craft 
them sweet, unlikely books to read. The results will 
make a fun display.

Book Camp Covers. Have kids bring in a few favorite 
books and make protective covers out of heavy, army-
green paper or camouflage prints in military or other 
colors. Scrapbooking stores have nice papers for use with 
small books. Or color your own camo patterns on heavy 
brown paper for larger books. 

T-Shirt Workshop. Use tie-
dye techniques, fabric mark-
ers, and/or iron-on transfers 
to make theme-appropriate T-shirts 
with slogans like “I Survived Book 
Camp . . . and LOVED It” 

Dog Tag Bookmarks.  
Make military ID-style bookmarks. You’ll find a print-
able pattern for the shape at www.coloring-pages-book-
for-kids-boys.com/images/15_army_dogtag_at_color-
ing-pages-book-for-kids-boys.gif. Print patterns on card 
stock. Personalize the tags with names, ages, and perhaps 
library card numbers, or have kids make tags that rep-
resent favorite characters in books. Cut out the tags and 
cover them with clear Contact paper. Punch out the hole 
and add braided twine or plastic craft lace.  

Writing projectS

Cadence Chants. We’ve all heard, on TV or in movies 
if not in real life, marching soldiers chanting call and 
response “jody calls” or cadence chants as they march 
(think, “I don’t know but I’ve been told . . .”). There are 
military examples with this beginning at www.usmch-
angout.com/usmc/facts/cadences.htm and www.usnavy.
vt.edu/reference/cadences.htm. For a reading/library ad-
aptation, check out http://lists.webjunction.org/wjlists/
publib/2004-July/061727.html. Share some examples 
and have kids write original cadence chants about books 
and reading to use during other activities.

Book Camp Journal. Use the “Book Camp” poster to 
inspire journal entries about days at Book Camp under 
the sweetly stern drill sergeant pictured. Have children 
give him a name and describe in their journals the rigors 
of his training program. They might address physical 
challenges, reading challenges, or both. 

Book camp!
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Letters to Soldiers. Help 
kids appreciate the hard 
work and sacrifice of our 
deployed soldiers around 
the world by writing 
letters. Start by reading 
a book like Love, Lizzie: Letters to a Military Mom or 
While You Are Away from the bibliography below. Then 
provide materials and a collection box for letters. There 
are several organizations that process and distribute such 
letters, and grateful service men and women often write 
back. Here are some websites with details: www.letter-
stosoldiers.org/oldsite/contact.html, www.carepackage-
project.com/letters.asp, www.amillionthanks.org/send-
letter-guidelines-get-started.php. 

foodS/recipeS 

Field Ration D. Share the story of the Hershey Compa-
ny’s World War II Field Ration D bar, which you’ll find 
at www.thehersheycompany.com/about-hershey/our-
story/hersheys-history.aspx. Then enjoy regular Hershey’s 
chocolate bars with paper covers (which you’ve added) to 
look like the wartime product. 

Power Snacks. Recruits in training need powerful 
snacks! Serve energy bars and sports drinks after a read-
ing workout, or field-ready favorites like boxed raisins, 
beef jerky, peanut butter on graham crackers, and juice 
boxes.

Science activitieS

Build a Book Training Ground. Using small, blank, 
journal-type books and simple machines (levers, pulleys, 
wheel and axles, wedges, screws, inclined planes, etc.), 
work together to design and build a training ground 

for small soldier action figures. Use the opportunity to 
explore what simple machines do and how to use and 
combine them to make rigorous physical challenges like 
climbing walls, zip lines, spiral climbing paths, weight-
moving machines, etc. This works best with upper 
elementary-age children. A science teacher volunteer 
could help you make the most of this activity. 

Camouflage. The familiar splotchy pattern we call 
“camouflage” or “camo” print, used in varying forms by 
armed forces all over the world since the early 1800s, 
seems to be everywhere, on everything, sometimes in 
colors that do anything but hide! In war, it’s used to 
make soldiers and their equipment less visible to en-
emies—to hide them from danger and help them gain 
the element of surprise in attack. But camouflage, as a 
military tactic, was inspired by the animal world. Use 
books like What Are Camouflage and Mimicry from the 
bibliography on page 6 to explore animal camouflage. 
Set out paper and art materials, then work together to 
create a book made of illustrations of animals colored 
and patterned to blend into their natural surroundings.   

math activitieS 

Pushups and Pages. Challenge kids to pair up daily 
physical exercise and reading goals in mathematical 
formulas. You might test how many pushups a child can 
do and set a reading goal based on it. If the child can 
do 5 pushups, suggest 5 pages per pushup per day. 15 
jumping jacks could pair one-to-one with 15 minutes of 
reading time. Then write formulas to earn small prizes or 
stars for the “Book Camp” reading record. For example, 
one child’s formula might be “15 jumping jacks + 15 
minutes of reading each day for 1 week = 7 star stickers.” 
To focus on the math, have kids calculate the number of 
pages, minutes, or exercise repetitions they complete in a 
week, or make up different combinations in formulas for 
each week or day of the week. 

Book camp!
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Weighty Books. Provide an as-
sortment of books of different 
sizes and weights and several 
handheld weights weighing 
from 1 to 10 pounds. Bring in 
a standard scale and, if pos-
sible, a strong balance scale 
and experiment with different combinations of books to 
equal different combinations of weights. 

Count Off! With young children, count off as you 
march. Start with 1-2-3-4. Then replace 1 with “hup.” 
Once they have the idea, try using “hup” for other num-
bers in the sequence to reinforce concepts of order and 
symbol substitution. 

internet activitieS

Reading Rally Rap. Scroll 
down to the Ocoee Middle 
School video clip and project 
this fun reading rally version of a hit pop song, 
titled here “Gotta Keep Reading,” at http://reading-sage.
blogspot.com/2010/12/reading-boot-camp-method-day-
one-4th.html. It’s a YouTube clip, so you may need to 
disable filters on your computer. 

Online Jigsaw Games and Puzzles. Bookmark games 
and puzzles about dog training, obstacle courses, etc. 
Here are some examples:
•	 www.onlinejigsawpuzzles.net/tervuren_shepherd_

dog_photos_puzzle_wallpaper.htm 
•	 http://www.online-game.tv/play/olympic-obstacle-

course
•	 http://pbskids.org/martha/games/skitstricks/index.

html 

Online Coloring Page. Bookmark the online coloring 
page of a soldier driving a small military vehicle at www.
oncoloring.com/military-small-car-coloring-page_158.
html.   

Special eventS

Map Reading/Orienteering. Map reading and ori-
enteering are among the skills taught at military basic 
training. Prepare a course for kids to follow. Provide 
maps, compasses, and stickers as needed. Design increas-
ingly challenging courses for growing skills. Choose or 
adapt one or more of these levels as appropriate. Sport 
orienteering includes a speed component. Make it a con-
test by timing individuals or teams and awarding first, 
second, and third place prizes. 
• Level 1 string course. Lay out a short course with 

twists and turns in a small area, clearly marked by 
string or yarn on the ground. Place about 6 stakes 
along the route. Number them and attach a plastic 
bag of matching stickers to each. Use a different 
sticker design for each stake, so you can check that 
kids match the course to the map accurately. Stakes 
should be tall and easily visible. Provide a map show-
ing the course with numbers indicating the location 
of the stakes. Include and explain a directional arrow, 
scale indicator, and key for landmarks shown on the 
map. Kids will walk the course, take a sticker from 
each bag, and place it on the matching number on 
their maps.

•	 Level 2 string course. Set up a longer string course, 
and leave stake locations off the map. This time kids 
will walk the course and figure out where the stickers 
from each stake should go on their maps. 

•	 Level 3 course. Using a larger area, set up a course 
with 10-12 numbered stakes with sticker bags. No 
string this time, and stakes can be shorter and harder 
to spot. Children will find their way from stake 
to stake using map and compass, and mark their 
progress by attaching stickers to the appropriate 
numbers on the map. Add another dimension to the 
experience by using standard tracking symbols, made 
of sticks or stones, to 
mark the route. You’ll 
find samples in Follow 
the Trail… from the 
bibliography below. 

Book camp!
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Book camp!

Book Camp Story Time.
Lead a story time about military life in Drill Sergeant 
persona. Share favorite stories, march around the room 
in formation, work out wiggles with jumping jacks and 
push-ups, and munch on power snacks. Sing military 
songs like “Into the Wild Blue Yonder,” “The Caissons 
Go Rolling Along,” or “Anchors Aweigh.” Play “Drill 
Sergeant Says.” Set out crayons and copies of some of 
these printable coloring pages: www.freecoloringpagefun.
com/people/armedforces/military10.shtml, 
www.coloringpages1001.com/coloring-pages/army/ar-
my-coloring-pages-16.gif, www.coloringpages1001.com/
coloring-pages/army/army-coloring-pages-17.gif, www.
operationwearehere.com/ColoringWelcomeHome.jpg. 

“Book camp” reSourceS

Children who enjoy this theme might like some of these 
books about military life, military families, survival 
skills, or training programs for humans or nonhumans.
1. 100 Days and 99 Nights: A Novel by Alan Madison. 

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, 2008. ISBN 
0316113549. 3-5.

2. The Boys’ Book of Survival: How to Survive 
Anything, Anywhere by Guy Campbell. Scholastic 
Nonfiction, 2009. ISBN 0545085365. 4-6. 

3. Calvin Coconut: Trouble Magnet by Graham 
Salisbury. Yearling Reprint Editions, 2010. ISBN 
037584600X. 3-5. 

4. Camp Buccaneer by Pam Smallcomb. Aladdin 
Library, 2002. ISBN 0689843844. 2-3. 

5. The Contest (Everest, Book 1) by Gordon Korman. 
Scholastic, 2012. ISBN 0545392322. 4-6.

6. The Fabulous Bouncing Chowder by Peter Brown. 
Little, Brown Young Readers, 2007. ISBN 
0316011797. K-3. 

7. The Fast and the Furriest by Andy Behrens. Knopf 
Books for Young Readers, 2010. ISBN 0375859225. 
4-6. 

8. Finding Your Way by Neil Champion. Amicus, 
2010. ISBN1607530384. 3-6. 

9. Follow the Trail: A Young Person’s Guide to the Great 
Outdoors by Jessica Loy. Henry Holt & Co., 2003. 
0805061959. 3-6.

10. H is for Honor: A Military Family Alphabet by 
Devin Scillian. Sleeping Bear Pres, 2011. ISBN 
1585362921. 1+. 

11. Interworld by Neil Gaiman and Michael Reaves. 
HarperCollins, 2008. ISBN 0061238988. 5+. 

12. Is There Really a Human Race? by Jamie Lee Curtis. 
Joanna Cotler, 2006. ISBN 0060753463. P-2. 

13. Love, Lizzie: Letters to a Military Mom by Lisa 
Tucker McElroy. Albert Whitman & Company, 
2005. ISBN 0807547778. 1-3. 

14. Marine Corps: Civilian to Marine by Meish 
Goldish. Bearport Publishing, 2010. ISBN 
1936088134. 3-5. NOTE: Look for companion 
titles on the other branches of the armed forces.

15. No Way Out (The Hardy Boys #187) by Franklin W. 
Dixon. Aladdin, 2004. ISBN 0689867387. 4-6. 

16. The Science of Soldiers by Lucia Raatma. Compass 
Point Books, 2012. ISBN 0756545269. 4-6. 

17. Soldiers of the U. S. Army by Lisa M. Bolt Simons. 
Pebble Plus, 2009. ISBN 1429622504. K-2. NOTE: 
Look for companion titles on the other branches of 
the U.S. military. 

18. “The Trouble with Dogs…” Said Dad by Bob 
Graham. Candlewick, 2010. ISBN 0763649732. 
K-3. 

19. What Are Camouflage and Mimicry? by Bobbie 
Kalman and John Crossingham. Crabtree 
Publishing, 2000. ISBN 0865059624. 2-5. 

20. While You Are Away by Eileen Spinelli. Hyperion, 
2008. ISBN 1423113519. P-2. 

21. Women of the U. S. Air Force: Aiming High by 
Heather E. Schwartz. Capstone Press, 2011. ISBN 
142965449X. 3-5. NOTE: Companion titles 
available about women in other branches of the 
armed forces.  
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Camouflage-print Book Pattern


